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Executive Summary: 
Peanut butter is in 91% of American households and is a popular snack time favorite for 
people of all ages. Since 2008, peanut butter revenue has increased on average 7.9% per 
year and continues to grow. In a very competitive market, where industry leading brands 
are dominant, it makes it hard for new entrant companies to successfully enter. However, 
a niche product such as Kerfluffle that focuses around localized markets can find success 
in the industry. 
 
 
Research: 
Focus groups 
A brief summary of the focus group, highlights Kerfluffle as an expensive snack you love 
to eat directly out the jar. It is a product you buy at your local grocery store because it 
tastes just like peanut butter and is also gluten free.  Our findings in the focus group 
helped direct our goals toward the overall concept of the campaign. Keeping in mind that 
participants felt that Kerfluffle would most commonly be found at a local shop, we 
decided on focusing our strategy toward getting product specifically into 3 local 
backpacking shops in Portland, Oregon.  
 
8 participants were used in a focus group for market research on the product Kerfluffle. 
Participants were asked a series of questions about the product before and after tasting it 
for the first time. 

• Participants thought that Kerfluffle was candy, chocolate, dessert, danish, and 
marshmallow fluff before knowing what the actual product was. 

• After finding out what Kerfluffle is, participants were shocked and that they loved 
peanut butter.  

• Participants said they would use Kerfluffle out of the jar, on crackers, bananas, 
bread, toast, bagels, graham crackers, and in brownie mix. 

• Participants were not very sure if they would buy Kerfluffle online. 
• Participants said they would see Kerfluffle being at stores such as Marcs, Target, 

Walmart, Trader Joe’s, local market, and Kroger. 
• Participants said they would eat Kerfluffle randomly, as a snack, or in the middle 

of the night not as a pre-workout sandwiches. They would recommend Kerfluffle 
to kids and parents. 

• Participants seemed to like the original Kerfluffle and S’mores Kerfluffle equally. 
• Participants were surprised and liked the fact that Kerfluffle is gluten free and low 

calorie.  
• Participants felt like the slogan “What the fluff?” is funny, not taken seriously, 

sketchy, clever, not funny, and a bad reference. 
• Participants said they would expect Kerfluffle to be either $5-8, $6-7, or $4.99. 
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Problem Statement:  
Kerfluffle is a product all its own. It is a niche product that is new on the market, making 
the need for exposure critical. The combination of peanut butter and marshmallow is very 
well known in the Midwest, however, the product is currently sold and distributed 
primarily in Portland, Oregon where it is not widely known within this geographic 
location. Kerfluffle also has a very limited budget to allocate toward advertising. By 
focusing objectives around generating leads through the website with an increase in 
traffic and getting product into local shops will help solve some of the issues facing 
Kerfluffle. 
 

Goal Statement:  
• For Kerfluffle to be perceived as a nutritious fuel snack by active hikers. 

 

Objectives:  
• To increase website traffic for Kerfluffle by 5 percent in the next 6 months.  

 
• To get Kerfluffle product into three local shops in Portland, Oregon within the 

next year.  
 

 
Target Audiences: 

• Trendy female hipsters age 25-30 who are casual outdoor fanatics. They are 
married with no children and live in the Portland, Oregon area. They have 
graduated college and are working professionals in the middle-class. They are 
outgoing and friendly and enjoy meeting new people. They are registered 
democrats and value the environment and social issues. They enjoy spending time 
with family, their husband, and their pet. They also enjoy trying new restaurants 
and new places, but have their strong list of favorites with brand loyalty. They are 
interested in hiking and spending time outdoors.  They are very social media 
savvy and create artsy content which they share on Facebook and Instagram. 

 

• Adventurous male outdoorsmen age 45-60 who are extreme outdoor fanatics. 
They live in Portland, Oregon and are married with college children. They are in 
the upper-middle class and are working professional careers. They are reserved, 
wise, and knowledgeable. They are a registered republican and value the 
freedoms of America. They enjoy spending time with their spouse and family, but 
value quiet alone time. They are very simple and have a set buying routine and 
avoid buying unnecessary products. They are interested in intense skilled outdoor 
activities. They are smartphone users but don't invest time in social media.  
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SWOT Analysis:  
Strengths 
Portland, Oregon is home to 7,000 registered hikers who enjoy backpacking on popular 
state trails. This requires them to stay fueled on the go during strenuous hikes. With 
Kerfluffle being made and packaged in Portland, Oregon, it allows for quicker 
distribution to local hikers and local backpacking shops. Kerfluffle is a healthy 
alternative to popular on the go protein bars and snacks because it is gluten- free and 
made with organic ingredients. Kerfluffle is an innovative product that takes the concept 
of the fluffernutter and conjoins peanut butter and marshmallow into a jar. Kerfluffle is 
currently already being sold in select stores in Portland so it is possible some brand 
recognition may exist in the area. Being a locally produced product may also be 
beneficial to the local backpacking shops wanting to carry the product. Utilizing the local 
Nike farmers market as well as demoing at other local markets. 
 
Weaknesses 
The flavor combination of peanut butter and marshmallow fluff is a niche product 
commonly found in the Midwest and not the Pacific Northwest, so it is possible that 
potential customers will be unfamiliar with the concept of fluffernutter sandwiches. With 
peanut butter as the main ingredient it runs the risk of allergic reactions with some 
potential customers as well who will not try the product. Customers may also perceive 
Kerfluffle to be an unhealthy product with a higher calorie count. Currently Kerfluffle is 
only located in some stores in Portland and online which may limit gaining national 
exposure. There is currently low brand awareness for Kerfluffle in a competitive market 
at the larger grocery stores the product is currently in. Compared to other similar brands 
Kerfluffle also has a short shelf life with suggested shelf life being 60 days for premium 
freshness. Kerfluffle is also a bit more expensive than the average price of some 
competing niche peanut butter products, which range in price from $5.99-$6.99. The 
suggested retail price for Kerfluffle is $6.59. 
 
Opportunities 
People are familiar with both peanut butter and marshmallows and may be open to the 
concept of trying Kerfluffle. Since Kerfluffle has protein, is gluten free, and is made with 
organic ingredients it may appeal specifically to hikers who are more health conscious 
and understand the need to stay energized on long hikes. Kerfluffle positioned as an on-
the-go snack with easy access and compact packaging would be appealing to hikers to 
bring along as a snack on the trail. Since Kerfluffle also has a limited advertising budget 
using both nontraditional and traditional advertising efforts will potentially be most 
successful.  
 
Threats 
With easy access to product in Portland, demand may be greater than supply during the 
campaign if product is targeted locally. The popularity of other market leading brands 
could potentially limit the awareness of Kerfluffle which would result in not gaining 
much early brand recognition in Portland and nationally. The cost of keeping product 
gluten free and using natural ingredients will also potentially include elevated supply 
costs to make the product over time. 
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Strategies: 
 
Strategy 1: Create a social media strategy to increase website traffic.  

• Rationale: Social media is becoming a popular way for brands to sell their 
products. Through the social media strategy we will be able to increase website 
traffic through Twitter and Instagram by having customers interacting with the 
brand. Since Kerfluffle is a unique product, it is possible certain word 
combinations about the brand may raise website traffic from SEO for example the 
term “gluten free peanut butter.” Focusing around the target keywords will help 
people find the social media accounts and ultimately the product.  

• Tactic: We have created five tweets on Twitter for a scavenger hunt that we will 
have in the summer. In these tweets they talk about Kerfluffle and the chance to 
win free Kerfluffle if they come to the scavenger hunt at a certain park in 
Portland, Oregon. We also created an Instagram ad showing Kerfluffle with 
hiking gear that will talk about how they can’t forget their Kerfluffle when they 
go on their hikes. This tactic will allow customers to interact with the brand and in 
turn will increase website traffic. 

 
Strategy 2: Create a gorilla marketing strategy to increase website traffic. 

• Rational: Infographics can effectively turn simple facts about the product into a 
visual representation about the product. By creating an infographic to be printed 
out and tacked or posted on tack boards at local coffee shops, markets, park 
information kiosks, hiking trails and community centers in the Portland 
community and popular parks will help generate more of an organic reach. 
Through a gorilla marketing strategy centered on the posting of the infographics 
around the community, will direct people to the website for more information and 
will also help in gaining recognition as product is eventually sold in shops. 

• Tactic 1: We have created an infographic to help drive website traffic to the 
Kerfluffle website. The title of the blog post, “Fact: Gluten Free Peanut Butter 
Does Exist,” will include a Kerfluffle infographic with all the important facts 
surrounding the product. The blog post and infographic will include the facts 
about the Kerfluffle products such as: uses 100% natural ingredients, is organic, 
gluten-free, and locally produced in Portland, Oregon. Commonly used tips and 
tricks of how Kerfluffle can be used are also included in the infographic. The 
infographic may also be shared across Kerfluffle social media accounts. 
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Strategy 3 Create a direct marketing strategy to help get Kerfluffle product into three 
local shops within the next year.  

• Rationale: Getting Kerfluffle into local shops will help increase awareness in the 
Portland area. Direct marketing helps us communicate information about our 
product to businesses through a physical marketing material. 

• Tactic: We have created a brochure to help support this strategy. We will provide 
information about Kerfluffle and help break it down. It includes the background 
story of Kerfluffle, explains both types (original and s’mores), the actual 
ingredients of Kerfluffle, our social media information and where you can order 
it. This tactic will successfully help our strategy because it provides an overview 
of our product in a creative physical material.  

 
 
Strategy 4: Create a media relations strategy to help get Kerfluffle product into three 
local shops within the next year.         

• Rationale:	  Getting	  product	  into	  local	  shops	  within	  the	  Portland	  area	  will	  
promote	  brand	  consciousness.	  The	  press	  release	  to	  both	  publications	  
supports	  the	  media	  relations	  relationship	  needed	  to	  expand	  awareness.	  

• Tactic:We	  have	  generated	  a	  press	  release	  to	  submit	  for	  consideration	  to	  two	  
different	  publications	  in	  the	  Portland,	  Oregon	  area.	  These	  two	  publications	  
are	  Portland	  Monthly	  and	  The	  Portland	  Mercury.	  The	  Portland	  Mercury	  is	  a	  
weekly	  publication	  that	  features	  a	  Food	  and	  Drink	  portion.	  This	  press	  release	  
tactic	  will	  introduce	  the	  Kerfluffle	  products(who,what,where,how)	  and	  
ensure	  that	  Kerfluffle	  is	  featured	  in	  these	  publications	  to	  promote	  growth	  
and	  stimulate	  media	  relations.	  

 
 
Evaluation: 
Objective 1: To increase website traffic for Kerfluffle by 5 percent in the next 6 
months. 
We will measure our first objective by focusing on raising website traffic to the 
Kerfluffle website. We will do this by observing how many website views Kerfluffle 
receives using Google Analytics. The amount of views will then be able to tell us how 
often people are looking at our website on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. Also, we 
will use both Twitter and Facebook analytics tools to monitor trends in our social media 
traffic. These platforms will then link back to the Kerfluffle website. 
 
 
Objective 2: To get Kerfluffle product into three local shops within the next year.  
 
We will measure our second objective to get Kerfluffle product into three local shops in a 
6 month time frame by evaluating if product was successfully placed on the shelves of 3 
stores. The first 6 months will focus around our 3 highest priority stores before moving 
onto lower priority stores. At the 6 month half way point the objective will be evaluated 
if product was successfully added in our top priority stores. If the objective is 
successfully reached we will focus our efforts onto other stores.  
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Timeline:

 
Budget:  
Keeping in mind that Kerfluffle has a very limited advertising budget, we are focusing 
more on non-traditional efforts to extend our reach. Work flow will be distributed to 
different team members as we allocate time efforts for our tactics. Our volunteer workers 
in the Portland area will work to distribute print materials. Direct marketing efforts will 
be done through volunteer brand ambassadors who will sell directly to the stores. Our 
advertising costs are currently projected to be print costs and social media advertising 
costs. The cost for 25 brochures printed in color on premium paper is $34.99.The print 
cost for 25 posters sized 18x24 on premium paper is $40.00. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

	  


